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Discussion outline
 SDG vs. NDP Bahamas
 Tourism Bahamas
 Caribbean Tourism
Organisation Partnership
 Community‐based Tourism
 Moving forward – Post
COVID‐19
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A review of the National Development Plan (Vision 2040)
using a the Rapid Integrated Assessment (RIA) conducted
by UNDP revealed an alignment of
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88%

NDP has identified the following at risk, vulnerable and marginalised
groups in The Bahamas:
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TOTAL FOREIGN ARRIVALS TO THE BAHAMAS BY AIR & SEA
(Pre‐Hurricane Dorian & COVID‐19)
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Information courtesy of Compete Caribbean
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COMMUNITY‐BASED
TOURISM PROGRAMMES

Information courtesy of Compete Caribbean
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Information courtesy of Compete Caribbean
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Prime Minister Most Hon.
Dr. Hubert Minnis
Information courtesy of Compete Caribbean
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Step-by-step Approach
Guided step-by-step  win-win for
the communities and visitors.
1.

Communities are prepared by
giving them the exposure,
training and education, with a
target outcome of determining
the level of community
readiness

2.

Develop the community’s
organization, planning, and
management skills

3.

Develop a good business plan
to ensure it is sustainable and
able to be upscale

CBT Toolkit by Compete
Caribbean
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Coming out of the COVID-19
pandemic
• Transforming the tourism
industry.
• Seizing the crisis as an
opportunity
• enable the inclusive,
sustainable and
responsible growth
• enhance the seamless
travel experience
• integration of new
technologies
https://www.bahamas.com/travelupdates
• enact global travel
protocols for health
and hygiene to rebuild
the confidence of
travellers

Sun, sand and sea… and much
more !
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• Main pull factor - “sun, sand and
sea” product
• Post pandemic - domestic and
regional vacations with more
remote, rural and outdoor activities
• An archipelago of around 700
islands and islets, and more than
2,000 cays.
• Remote islands - rich with unique
culture and heritage

Photo courtesy of The Bahamas Ministry of Tourism and Aviation
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“People-to-People” programme
• CBT programme - extension of
the “People-to-People”
programme
• Brings the tourist and visitors into
the homes of the local community
• Showcase - culture, festivals,
traditions, gastronomy, music and
dance
• Alternative livelihood
• Tool to justify conservation
• Preservation of their environment
and heritage
• Training ground for other
economic sectors
• Supports SDG targets
Photo courtesy of The Bahamas Ministry of Tourism and Aviation
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Transforming the community
• Elevate the communities in the remote
Family Islands
• Empowering the communities ownership, transparent management
and establishing successful publicprivate partnerships
• Financial self-sufficiency and be well
coordinated
• Not an alternative income but the main
income
• Good model to develop local
entrepreneurship
• Key for the long term success of the
tourism industry in The Bahamas
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Positive benefits
• Culture and traditions of the
communities are preserved
• Less migration of youth, to
the main cities
• Visitors to get a truly rich
cultural experience
• Improve the quality of visitor
experiences
• Meaningful host and guest
interaction

Photo courtesy of The Bahamas Ministry of Tourism and Aviation
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Natural and cultural resources
• Natural resource conservation.
• The Bahamas - rich with
natural resources
• pine forest, the Blue Holes,
high number of flats with
stretches of low levels of
water, with sandy beds and
sea grass; Aragonite or the
limestone sand, salt ponds,
corals and sponges
• Rich assets and the culture well communicated and
promoted using the CBT
programme
Photo courtesy of The Bahamas Ministry of Tourism and Aviation
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Photo courtesy of Bahamas Divers (2020)c
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Photo courtesy of Family Traveller (2021)
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Photo courtesy of Bahamas Air Tours Inc. (2021)
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Photo courtesy of Southern Boating Media
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Post-COVID 19
o Longer stay in one location that are safer that shorter stay in many
locations that may not be safe.
o Domestic tourism & family cluster activities
o Remote (rural) off-the-beaten track
o Virtual tourism

Photo courtesy of https://yachtsweetescape.com/blog/category/Caribbean
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CBT – The future of The Bahamas
o Communities to work together
with minimal leakages
economically
o Able to maximise the benefits and
limit the negative impacts
o Good pro-poor development tool perfect tool in poverty reduction
o CBT programme is able to be
scaled - in terms of its
sustainable and responsible
business model
o Connect the communities in The
Bahamas to the world
o Responsible tourism and SDGs
Peace and Partnership
Photo courtesy of The Bahamas Ministry of Tourism and Aviation
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Thank you …

Vik.Nair@ub.edu.bs

Photo courtesy of Magma Global (2019)

